Background: Previous study of ours showed that advanced lung cancer inflammation index (ALI) and C-reactive protein (CRP) are independent significant prognostic factors in operable non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients. Since both ALI and CRP are markers of inflammation, the aim of this study was to examine whether the combination of ALI and CRP is a prognostic indicator of resected NSCLC or not.
Introduction
Over the past years, it has been well accepted that the host inflammatory response has an important role in the development and progression of cancer, and several previous studies reported that systemic inflammation is useful for predicting the survival rates of cancer patients [1, 2] . Emerging evidence indicates that preoperative markers of inflammation have been reported to be significant factors for prognosis of surgery patients [3] .
With regard to operable non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), the presence of a systemic inflammation response as evidenced by an elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) concentration, is associated with poor survival in patients with NSCLC [4, 5] . Moreover, several studies have shown that inflammation-based prognostic scores including the neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and a combination of serum CRP and albumin as the Glasgow prognostic score (GPS) are associated with survival in patients with operable NSCLC [6] [7] [8] .
Furthermore, Jafri et al [9] evaluated a novel inflammationbased prognostic system, named advanced lung cancer inflammation index (ALI; based on body mass index (BMI), serum albumin (ALB) and NLR) in patients with metastatic NSCLC. Recently, we reported a prognostic significance of ALI in operable NSCLC [10] . Both ALI and CRP are markers of inflammation. Our previous results showed that both ALI and CRP were independent prognostic factors in multivariable analysis [11] . From this result, the underlying prognostic mechanism of ALI and CRP might be different. Therefore, we considered that the combination of ALI and CRP might be a more useful prognostic inflammation marker for operable NSCLC.
Patients and Methods
This retrospective study was approved by our institutional review board approval, and the need to obtain patient consent was waived. We retrospectively reviewed data from 341 patients (173 men and 168 women, with a median age of 69 years old) with resectable NSCLC who received surgery at our hospital between 2008 and 2012. The criteria for inclusion in this study included: complete pulmonary resection and systematic node dissection of the hilar and mediastinal lymph nodes, histologically confirmed NSCLC and complete clinical, laboratory, imaging and follow-up data. The exclusion criteria included: preoperative chemotherapy/radiotherapy or died perioperative period, clinical evidence of infection or other bone marrow, hematological or autoimmune disease, a history of lung cancer, or a second primary cancer diagnosed within 5 years of the lung cancer index. The median postoperative follow-up was 62.5 months. The blood samples for these analyses were collected before surgery. The serum levels of CRP were measured by a latex photometric immunoassay (Mitsubishi Kagaku Iatron, Tokyo, Japan). The cut-off value of CRP was set as 0.15 mg/dL according to the manufacturer's instructions. The preoperative serum carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and cytokeratin 19 fragments (CYFRA 21-1) levels were also measured in all patients by enzyme immunoassay in a single laboratory at our hospital. The preoperative BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared. ALI was calculated as follows: ALI = BMI × ALB (g/ dL)/NLR [9] . The optimal cut-off value of ALI for overall survival was determined by Cutoff Finder (http://molpath.charite. de/cutoff) [12] .
Comparison of data between the groups was made by using Fisher's extract test. Cumulative cancer-specific survival curves after surgery were calculated using the Kaplan-Meier method and differences were evaluated using the log-rank test. The Cox proportional hazard model was performed in univariable and multivariable analyses, and hazard ratios estimated from the Cox analysis are reported as relative risks with corresponding 95% confidence intervals. Statistical analyses were performed using JMP (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). A P < 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.
Results
We used Cutoff Finder [12] to determine a cut-off point, and the optimal cut-off point of ALI was determined to be 37.67. Based on this cut-off value, patients were subdivided into low ALI (ALI < 37.67) and high ALI (ALI > 37.67) groups. There are 120 patients (35.28%) in low ALI group; the remaining 221 patients (64.72%) are in high ALI group.
Comparison of overall postoperative cancer-specific survival curves between the low and high ALI groups was shown in Figure 1a . Overall postoperative cancer-specific survival was significantly higher in the high ALI group than in the low 
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The overall postoperative cancer-specific survival was also examined using the combination of ALI and CRP. Fiveyear overall cancer-specific survival was significantly higher in the patients with high ALI and low CRP than in those with low ALI and high CRP (87.44% vs. 47.06%; P < 0.001). The survival rates of patients with both high or both low of ALI and CRP were intermediate values (Fig. 2a) . Based on this result, patients were subdivided into three groups using the ALI_CRP score. Briefly, patients with both a low ALI (< 37.67) and high CRP (> 0.15 mg/dL) were allocated a score of 2 (ALI_CRP score 2). Accordingly, patients with a high ALI (> 37.67) and low CRP (< 0.15 mg/dL) were allocated a score of 0 (ALI_ CRP score 0). Remaining patients with both high or low of ALI and CRP were allocated a score of 1 (ALI_CRP score 1).
The clinicopathological characteristics of the patients based on this ALI_CRP score are shown in Table 1 . This ALI_ CRP score was related to gender, smoking status, histology, pStage, pT status, serum CYFRA21-1 level, but not related to age, pN status and serum CEA level. The survival curve based on this ALI_CRP score was shown in Figure 2b .
By univariate analysis, we found that the ALI_CRP score was correlated with overall postoperative cancer-specific survival (P < 0.001) ( Table 2 ). Factors including male gender (P < 0.001), smoking status (P <0.001), histology (P <0.001), pT status (P < 0.001), pN status (P < 0.001), serum CEA level (P < 0.001), and serum CYFRA21-1 level (P < 0.0001) were also significant for overall postoperative cancer-specific survival. These clinical characteristics that were found significant (P < 0.05) by univariate analysis were assessed by a multivariate analysis. Our results revealed that the ALI_CRP score was correlated with overall postoperative cancer-specific survival, ALI and CRP in NSCLC World J Oncol. 2017;8(6):175-179 while smoking status, pT status and serum CYFRA21-1 level were not significant factors in predicting overall postoperative cancer-specific survival. Furthermore, gender, histology, pN status and serum CEA level were also revealed as independent prognostic factors ( Table 3) .
Discussion
It is well accepted that systemic inflammation appears to play a pivotal role in the progression of NSCLC by promoting tumor angiogenesis, tumor metastasis and cancer cell proliferation [1] [2] [3] . Elevated preoperative inflammatory markers have been known to be inversely related to survival outcomes [1] [2] [3] . The NLR, representing a combination of circulating neutrophil and lymphocyte counts, can reflect the imbalance between neutrophils and lymphocytes in patients with tumors and serves as a representative index of systemic inflammation [7, 8] . Previous meta-analyses of published articles demonstrated that an elevated NLR was a predictor of poor overall survival in patients with NSCLC [7, 8] . Impaired nutrition has been well known as an important prognostic predictor after an operation for NSCLC [12] . In general, preoperative nutritional status was usually examined using ALB, BMI and a recent history of weight loss. Previous study reported that low BMI is a predictor of survival in the long term independently of tumor extension and staging in resected NSCLC [12] . Furthermore, ALB is also a good marker of nutritional status, and has been reported to be associated with survival in NSCLC surgery patients [13] . Taken together, BMI and ALB might serve as prognostic indicators. ALI was calculated by multiplying BMI by ALB/ NLR [9] . Since previous studies showed the prognostic significance of BMI, ALB and NLR [7, 8, 12, 13] , it is easy to understand the reason for the usefulness of ALI. Our previous result showed that ALI was an independent prognostic factor [10] .
CRP is also a sensitive marker of systemic inflammation [4, 5] . Previous meta-analyses of published articles also demonstrated that an elevated CRP was a predictor of poor overall survival in patients with NSCLC [4, 5] . Both NLR and CRP are markers of inflammation. However, in the previous result of ours, both NLR based ALI and CRP were independent prognostic factors in resected NSCLC patients [10] . From this result, the underlying prognostic mechanism of NLR and CRP might be different, at least in part. Therefore, in the present study, we evaluated the combination of ALI and CRP, and found the prognostic significance of the ALI_CRP score. Our present result also showed that the ALI_CRP score was related to gender, smoking status, histology, pStage, pT status, serum CYFRA21-1 level, but not related to age, pN status and serum CEA level. This indicated that the ALI_CRP score does not always correlate with a more aggressive disease phenotype. Furthermore, the results of multivariable analysis showed that the prognostic significance of the ALI_CRP score is independent. The ALI_CRP score has the advantage of being simple to measure, routinely available and well standardized. We believe that the ALI_CRP is an inexpensive survival predictor of NSCLC patients following surgical resection and should be considered for routine clinical use.
The potential limitations of the current study included the use of a retrospective analysis and a small sample size from a single center. Thus, larger prospective studies will be needed to confirm these preliminary results.
Conclusions
The combination of ALI and CRP might serve as a potentially clinically valuable marker of patients' prognosis in operable NSCLC.
